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YOU CAN MAKE A
DIFFERENCE!!!

Please Join Me in the Global

Movement to End Breast

Cancer Forever!

When you support me with a
donation to the Susan G.
Komen Race for the Cure®, you
will have a direct and
meaningful impact on the lives
of women everywhere. May 7,
2016, the day of the Komen
Race for the Cure in

Washington, DC marks nearly 6 years since my biopsy that revealed my diagnosis of Triple Negative
Invasive Ductal Breast Cancer, a very aggressive form of Breast Cancer. And at SIX years since
diagnosis, I am so happy and thankful to be alive!! It is now time to continue to CELEBRATE!  BUT
as I celebrate, I also continue the battle and fight for a Cure.

 

The Breast Cancer mortality rate in Washington, DC is 40% higher than the National average. The
funds that we are raising are urgently needed for breast health services and advance ongoing
research that will lead us to the cures.

This year I am dedicating my Race to Beth Louison, a friend and Alexandria neighbor. Beth is a
wife and mother of 4 children. I first met Beth when our son attended Middle School at St.Rita along
with Beth's children. I clearly remember the day in 2013 when she came up to me (knowing that I
had been diagnosed in 2010) after 5:30 Mass at Our Lady Queen of Peace to tell me that she also
had been diagnosed with Breast Cancer. She sees the same Oncologist that I see. Beth went
through Chemo, Surgery and Radiation and completed treatment in the Fall of 2013. I dedicated my
Race to her and Janet Powers (another friend and neightbor in Alexandria) in 2013. In December of
2014, Beth's cancer metastasized to her spine and was diagnosed when she presented with severe
back pain and this was followed by fevers and a low white blood count. Beth received a course of
radiation to her spine to provide her relief from her pain.  She started taking Ibrance (a
chemotherapy drug)  in March of 2015. Ibrance is a relatively new drug thats approval was
expedited by the FDA and has only be used for 18 to 24 months. Beth tells me that the drug claims
to extend the the average time to progression from 10 months to 20 months. And hopefully by then
there will be another new drug approved.  I had lunch with Beth in April. She looks wonderful, is
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matter of fact but very positive. I really admire her quiet inner strength to continue to fight her battle.

Last year, I dedicated my Race to Paul, my amazing husband and to all of my Family and
Friends that have been with me and supported me from the very beginning. I will always be thankful
for them and so grateful for their support and the integral part they played in me being able to
continue to CELEBRATE at this six year point. There is absolutely no guarantee that I will be here
next year, but I am breathing a little easier. There is still not a day that I do not think of my breast
cancer---but it is less times a day and for shorter periods.  I am continuing my motto in life, "I am
going to do it all---just in case". In September of 2015, Paul and I were able to return to France that
we so love. We went to Paris for our 30th Anniversary. We took a Viking River Cruise from Paris to
Normandy. it was absolutely wonderful and we highly recommend it. We then traveled by train to
Germany and met Paul's sister, Anne and her husband and 3 sons. Our son Brady joined all of us in
Germany. We had a wonderful time visiting several cities and the beautiful countryside in southern
Gemany. We also had the  experience of going to Octoberfest in Munich. It was really good to be in
Germany with family. In the Summer of 2014, we had the great experience of a Cruise and Land trip
to Alaska with four of our very good friends. It was incredible. Words are inadequate to describe the
natural beauty. I continue to try to enjoy and appreciate every moment of every day (despite all of
the trials and tribulations) in this beautiful world of wonder with Paul, Chelsea, and Brady and our
new puppy, Raffi who is now 2 years old. He has brought a lot of joy to our entire family.  We very
much miss Paul's Dad who died in February 2014 after a very long battle with Melanoma. I so much
admire his strong faith and love of God. In January, Paul's Mom died at age 91. She was a quiet but
very stong and gentle woman. She attended Mass everday, was a college graduate, and an avid
reader, and a Non-Hodgkins Lymphoma Cancer Survivor.  Most importantly she was the wife of Paul
for over 60 years, and the Mother of 11 children (NO C Sections! Paul was the first and was a
breech delivery----you certainly can tell that I am a Midwife!) and 24 grandchildren. She is very much
missed by her entire family.

I also dedicated my Race last year to Kathy Harty Gray, my friend and next door neighbor of 14
years.  In the summer of 2014 Kathy was diagnosed with Breast Cancer. She and her husband, Bob
moved to North Carolina to be close to family and where she had surgery and treatment for  6
months. Kathy not only a wonderful person, a talented and accomplished dancer and
choreographer, and the Executive Director of Kathy Harty Dance Company in Alexandria, took on
this battle with great determination and great strength and a positive attitude.  And this is the 2nd
time since 2000 that she has been diagnosed and treated and beat another type of cancer!

I mentioned last year that there seems to be a high incidence of Breast Cancer in our Alexandria
neighborhood. I continue to explore this. With Kathy's latest diagnosis of Breast Cancer, I have
discovered that there have been 8 women just on our street of North Overlook Drive,
diagnosed with Breast Cancer. That is just what I am aware of since living here for 16 years.
There could be more.

In 2014 I dedicated my Race to my two friends,  Beth Louison and Janet Powers who were both
diagnosed and treated for Breast Cancer in 2013.  I was happy to tell you that Beth and Janet
successfully fought this hard battle and today they are doing very well! Beth and Janet are also
neighbors and live in my Alexandria neighborhood (DelRay and North Ridge). I have no statistics to
support this but it does seem that there is a high incidence of Breast Cancer in our Alexandria
neighborhood.

What is known statistically is that ONE in EIGHT WOMEN in the US will be diagnosed with
Breast Cancer in her lifetime. And, every 74 seconds somewhere in the world someone dies of
Breast Cancer. Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women and is second only to lung
cancer as the leading cause of cancer deaths among women in the United States. There are many
different types of Breast Cancer.  And there are many factors that affect treatment and prognosis
such as: lymph node status, tumor status, tumor type, tumor grade, tumor size and tumor
characteristics. Kathy, Beth, Janet, and Connie all had Breast Cancer, but the type, size and tumor
characteristics and the stage of Breast Cancer were all different among the three of us.  That is why
so much more research is needed because of all the subtypes of Breast Cancer that require
different treatment.

The first year of my diagnosis was a year of intense treatment---surgery, 16 weeks of chemotherapy
and daily radiation for 6 weeks and a 5 day hospitalization on Christmas day for complications. I
have been very blessed and so appreciats all the support and help and prayers that I received from
my family, friends, colleagues, and neighbors. I also really appreciate all those in the medical and
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health fields who provided care to me.

This first year after treatment was also very challenging. Connie's great TEAM (including Paul, and
son, Brady, and family and friends)--"CONNIES CHOCOLATES AND FRIENDS FOR THE
CURE" walked on 6/4/2011 in support of me, but without me. But I was with my Team in spirit.  My
sister and I remained with our Mother around the clock while she was in criical condition in the CICU
at WHC for 25 days.  Our whole family was with her when she lost her battle following heart surgery
a few days after the Race. I would like to note that she was a 24 year survivor of Non Hodgkin's
Lymphoma. She will always be a role model for me.  Her strength, dedication to her family, and her
love of life will always be an inspiration to me. We know she will be right beside me during our RACE
on 5/7/16.

The first 2 years after treatment was a time to try to recover. And a time of vigilance. You just never
know if or when the cancer will return. I still had fatigue, and had not yet regained all my strength
and stamina. But I kept pushing forward.  There was so much that I wanted to do, see, and
experience.  I also have had to deal with complications from my Breast Cancer surgery and may
have to have more surgery.  I had a big scare in January 2012 and again in the Fall of 2013 when I
began experiencing severe left hip and leg pain. For fear that it was metastasis, I put off seeking a
diagnosis for a month. I am happy now to report that I instead has two herniated discs, a bulging
disc and a cyst on one of my vertebrae!  After 16 months, I was still dealing with the pain despite an
excellent Osteopath and PT.  But the good news is that I can live with all of this! Yes this journey has
been quite difficult and challenging, but along the road there have been some very positive and
valuable experiences. I have learned and it has been reinforced what good and supportive friends
and family I have. I have made new friends and met wonderful people that I would not have had the
opportunity if I  had not been on this journey.  I try to appreciate every minute of every day.  My
motto that year (and it continues to be my motto) was: "I am going to do it all---just in case." We did
get to finally celebrate our 25th Anniversary (1 1/2 years late, but the priority on our actual
Anniversary was to begin treatment for Breast Cancer) with a glorious trip to Hawaii with four of our
really good friends!

In September of 2012, We had the good fortune to be able to visit Lourdes in France.  I have always
wanted to visit Lourdes, but after my diagnosis, it went to the top of my list.  I hoped to "seal the
deal" with a visit.  It is hard to describe Lourdes. It was a very uplifting and a very spiritual
experience. Especially as I sat with women from all of the world as we waited to go into the Bath at
Lourdes. And I am very thankful for being able to make that journey.  While we were in France, Paul
and I had the wonderful opportunity to travel to Biarritz, The Pyrenees National Park, Pau, Versac,
Bordeau, and Paris. We are very thankful for this time.

I continue with my motto: ("I am going to do it all---just in case"). In February of 2013, I went on a
Medical Mission to Ecuador with my good friend, Nancy Starcher from Nursing School, and our
Sister and Brother-in-Law and other professionals from Chambersburg Hospital.  It was a very
difficult trip in very poor and at times deplorable conditions.  Over half of their medical team on the
Mission got very sick.  we set up clinics in the very poor villages high in the mountains of Ecuador.
 One of the clinics was located at an elevation of 11,000 feet.  We provided health care to the people
of Ecuador from the youngest to the oldest.  I provided Midwifery and Gyn care to the women.  Many
of whom never have had a Breast Exam in their life! i also taught a class on Women's Health
including Breast Exam and distributed Breast Exam Information sheets from Komen to them.  The
people were so appreciative. This was a very rewarding experience and an incredible journey in my
life. And I thank all of my friends, colleagues, neighbors, and family who donated items including
tooth brushes, soap,and other personal hygiene items, toys, crayons,coloring books, beanie babies,
money and much more that I took to Ecuador.  The people of Ecuador also thank you.

Breast Cancer is not one form of cancer but many different subtypes of cancer. My type of breast
cancer is particularly aggressive and more likely to recur than other subtypes of Breast Cancer. The
triple negative tumor is estrogen negative, progesterone negative and Her 2 negative. It has no
targeted treatment, but often favorably responds to chemotherapy. And everyone reading this should
keep in mind that you never know when Breast Cancer will strike! It was not on my radar screen. i
had no risk factors. I had no family history of Breast Cancer. I had normal yearly mammograms and I
breast fed for 18 months x2.  I would guess that almost everyone reading this has had a close friend
or relative diagnosed with Breast Cancer. If not, it is likely that you will in the future, because one in
every eight women are diagnosed with Breast Cancer.

As a Midwife for 35 years, I have spent a small part, but very important part of my Midwifery career
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Achievements

  

  

educating women; performing breast exams, teaching breast exams and breast health to women. I
also taught women the importance of listening to their bodies. This is exactly the reason that I
sought care and was diagnosed eleven months after a normal annual mammogram. At that point I
was already at Stage II. 

Up to 75 percent of funds raised in this years Komen Race stays in the Washington, D.C. area to
fund breast cancer screening, treatment and education programs through the National Capital Area
Grant Program including parts of Virginia and Maryland. The remaining 25% will go to fund national
research programs.

In addition to raising funds for Komen's Race for the Cure by participating in the Race and forming a
Team,  Connie will again this year (the 6th consecutive year) will donate 10% of her

independent sales from her Chocolate business for 6 months-- from 5/1/16 through 10/31/16

to Komen. For more information just go to:

                                   WWW.CONNIESCHCOCOLATES.COM

                                            www.Facebook.com/ConniesChocolates

 

We will have our SECOND ANNUAL PINK PARTY BINGO on Sunday, April 24th in our front yard in
Alexandria. Our first PINK PARTY was a lot of fun with bingo, prizes, raffles and silent auction and a
PINK LEMONADE MARGARITTA. It helped us to raise more funds to find a Cure.

This is not only a Race for the Cure, it's also a race against time. Every 74 seconds, a women dies
from Breast Cancer. But it only takes a few minutes to start making an impact.

 

I am very proud to say that in the first six years my Team, "CONNIES CHOCOLATES AND
FRIENDS FOR THE CURE" raised nearly $30,000 for the Komen Global Race for the Cure.  This
year, we want to make even a greater impact and are aiming even higher.  I hope you will help me
reach my personal goal of $3,500 by making an donation or by joining Connnie's Team.

You can make an impact. You can make a difference. Just click on the "Donate to Me!", or "Donate
to an Individual Team Member" (please do NOT make a donation directly to the team, all individual
donations will automatically be credited to Connie's Team),  or "Join my Team!" button to the left.

Thank you so very much!

Connie
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Leave an encouraging note for Connie

To print out a donation form, click here. 

PDFs for download

What is Breast Cancer?
Breast Cancer Risk Factors
Breast Cancer Detection
Talking to your Doctor

If you think this page contains objectionable content, please inform the system administrator.
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Jasmine Battle

We Manufacture Hand Made Authentic Cherokee Dream Catchers here in
the USA.

Wholesale and Retail: visit our website:
www.authenticdreamcatcherstudio.com

Priced for a great profit margin / We do special orders for football teams,
weddings, destinations

Fund Raisers available at a great profit margin of 300%.

We offer the CURE deam catchers sewn into the webbing with a porcelain
CURE ribbon sewn into the webbing.... See More
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